
Day of Competition Routine! 
 

Arrival 

Please plan for travel, traffic, parking lot issues, and weather. 

ALL DANCERS SHOULD ARRIVE WITH HAIR, MAKE-UP, AND EYELASHES DONE.  

NEW- for most competitions, dancers will need to arrive with their first costume on.  

An arrival time will be posted the week of the competition once we have seen the final schedule.  The arrival time will 
vary- for many competitions it’ll be 30 minutes to an hour due to block scheduling.  If anyone is running a “normal” 
comp schedule, we usually do 2-3 hours before a dance.  Competitions DO run off schedule so be tuned into Band on the 
day of and night before.  We will update as we know more.  
 

Things to know- 

   *BEFORE competition, dancers should practice getting costume and accessories on alone. We are not sure of the  

    changing room set up and you may not be able to help them.   

  *Please observe the size and chaos of the dressing room before coming in and setting up.  There may not be room for  

    dream duffles, siblings costumes who are not performing yet, etc. 

  *Upon arrival, dancers should put on dance shoes and prepare for warm-up.    

  *After everyone is settled, parents should leave so teachers can prep dancers and room moms can prepare costumes. 

 

Prep Routine 

If we are able to get there early or rent a conference room, we will follow this-  

  *Warm-up as a group  

  *Practice with teacher or teacher assistant 

  *Get into costume 

  *Practice or review corrections with co-dancers, possibly run dance final time with teacher 

  *Wait to go backstage until a teacher takes you 
 

If we only arrive at our block arrival time- 

  *Warm-up individually at your hotel or home 

  *Practice on own with ipod or phone and headphones  

  *Get in costume and arrive at competition ready 

  *Check in with teacher to ask when to go backstage  (multiple dances may go back at the same time).   
 

After Routines 

  *If your dancer has another number she will go immediately back to the changing room and get ready   

  *Please do not socialize with your dancer after each routine. There will not be time for it with block schedules 

  *After completing their last dance, dancers can go to watch (if allowed by the competition).        

  *If there is an award ceremony to attend, dancers should meet backstage WITH THEIR D2 JACKET ON FIVE NUMBERS  

   BEFORE AWARDS.  

  *After awards, dancers must go back to the changing room unless told to meet outside for pictures by a teacher.     

  *In some cases with block scheduling, they may ask that the changing room be cleaned out before our last dance. At  

   that point, all moms will need to help with that so the dancers can focus on their numbers. 



More Competition Day Things to Know! 
 

Dancer Attire 
  *Dancers should not wear any piece of their costume when arriving- leave all headpieces, tights, etc in the bag.  

  *Arrive in any of the following: sports bras or athletic tanks, black or gray shorts or leggings  (no logos).  Joggers with not obvious  

    logos are fine too.  D2 jacket should be worn. 

  *In between dances, awards, or after: please wear any of the above along with D2/Duet shirts, sweatshirts, etc.   Competition logo 

    specific attire also ok as long as it’s for the competition we’re at.  Please do not walk around in sports bras and shorts. 

  *All dancers must be in their D2 jackets for awards. 

  *ALL OF THIS IS SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITH BLOCK SCHEDULING.   

 

Basic Things to Bring 
  *Ipod, tablet, or phone and headphones with music on it to practice (solos, duet/trios) 

  *Make-up Mirror 

  *Make-up and hair supplies (see checklists) 

  *Costumes & accessories (see checklists) 

  *D2 jacket 

 

No- No’s of Competition 
  *Late arrival or early departure 

  *Parent/Guardian leaving facility without setting up with another adult to watch dancer (teachers are not responsible for dancers)   

  *Changing room photos 

  *Minis or young juniors in the changing room when not their scheduled time. 

  *Additional people in the dressing room at any time (sorry- no guys ever).  One adult per dancer is allowed to bring in stuff. 

  *Negative feedback to the dancer or teacher 

  *Dancers or parents approaching competition staff or directors- before, during, after 

  *Parents directly backstage unless assisting with props 

  *Dancers visiting with family and friends if dances are quick turn-around- wait til the end! 

  *Not following of competition rules. PLEASE do not try to get around the rules set for Covid… we do not want to get a  

   bad reputation with the competitions. Currently I have great working relationships with all of the competitions we      

   end- this allows some perks like flexibility in scheduling, etc.  We would like to keep it this way but our dancers and  

   parents make as big of an impression on the competition as we directly do.   

 

Room Mom Responsibilities 
  *Help dancers get settled, supervise them. This includes ALL dancers during your time, not just yours and their friends 

  *Help with costumes and headpieces after dancers practice- make sure you know the specifics  

  *Do final checks of headpieces and accessories 

  *Wait in changing room entire time that dancers are prepping  

  *Help clean up changing area and make sure all D2 pieces are taken home 

  *Help with any issues that may arise- injuries, worries, etc. 

   

   



 

Team Lead Responsibilities 
  *Make sure all dancers in the group are ready and together when the group is called to go backstage.  

  *Tell a Room Mom if someone is missing so that they can locate. 

  *Lead the group to the designated wait area  

  *Check in backstage to the teacher (not the competition staff) when the ENTIRE group is together 

 

Attendance at Competitions  
  *Basically there are to be NO absences for any reasons other than severe illness.  If your dancer is ill leading up to comp, I need  

   updates as the days pass.  Staying in touch each day will help us know how to plan in case the illness is so severe that your dancer  

   cannot compete.   

  *NEW this year- I need every detail related to COVID exposure and confirmation AS SOON AS YOU KNOW something so we have  

   the most time possible to prepare for a missing dancer.    

  *In the case of a major family emergency or morning of illness, please let us know immediately.  TEXT Jenny. 

 

Costume Notes  
  *Undergarments- we don’t want to see anything!  Ask if you have questions.  No camisoles or clear straps should show. Any  

   bottoms worn should be seamless.   

  *Please make sure all costume pieces are labeled.  Check that you have everything before leaving the auditorium- we cannot get  

   anything left behind. 

 

Hair & Make-up 
  *Lists of needed items are online.   

  *Be sure to get hair ties and bobby pins the color of your dancer’s hair.     

  *For eye makeup, see online picture. 

  *If you are having someone do your dancers’ hair or make-up for competition, plan to meet BEFORE the official meeting time to  

   have that done.  When we meet at the auditorium, we expect everything to be ready. 

 

Changing Room 
  *If changing room space is tight, dancers who are not performing at that time should not hang out there.  Younger dancers should   

   not come and hang out- teachers and room moms are not babysitting. 

  *No phones allowed.  Girls can have them for down time, but will not be allowed to have them out when getting ready for dances  

   to text parents or take pictures.  Contact the room mom if you need to contact your dancer.  We are not responsible for phones or  

   electronics backstage- dressing rooms are not 100% secure.  

  *If you are not a Room Mom, please drop your dancer and go out.  We have a routine that we need to stick to.  

 

Props/Sets  
  *We may need help with all props.  Each group’s parents are responsible for helping get the props set up for the dancers. This may  

   vary this year based on the Covid policies at the competition. 

  *Transportation and storage of solo and duet props are the responsibility of the dancers.  Please coordinate with the teacher on  

  duty as to when to take them backstage. 

 



Levels & Awards 
  *All competitions are different with levels and awards.  Please ask as we go if you need help understanding!  

  *Specific dancers will be assigned to receive awards at competitions.  We will do our best to make sure as many dancers as possible  

   have a chance to accept the award for one of their dances.  Duets & Trios should just alternate- some competitions ask both  

   dancers to receive duet/trios.   All groups, duets, and trios will turn in their awards to the studio at the competitions.  We will  

   display everything at the studio.  Group awards will be kept by the studio.  Duets/Trios will divide up their awards at the end of the  

   season.  Soloists will take their own awards home from each comp- they are invited to bring them in to display the following week  

   at the studio and then take back home. 

  *Most competitions do pins or ribbons for groups.  Those will be handed out at the competition onstage after awards. Any lost  

   awards cannot be replaced. 

  *Any cash awards given to the studio group dances stays with the studio to cover things like sets, props, transportation of both,  

   extra practices, special things for the dancers, teacher perks for choreography awards. 

  *Any cash awards given to solos, duets, or trios will be given to the studio and will be given to the dancer after check clears.    

   Scholarship awards for dancers will be held by the studio for future competitions- these need to be turned in to the studio the  

   week after the competition or cannot be guaranteed to be applied the following year. 

  *AWARDS MAY VARY THIS YEAR DUE TO COVID. CHECK DETAILS FOR EACH COMPETITION AS IT’S POSTED THE WEEK BEFORE. 

 

Band App 
This will be the contact for comp days!  We will send time updates (competitions can run up to an hour early or late!).  Can also be 
used to share group photos to other parents.  Please check in on the app often- notifications don’t always pop up.  Please do not use 
for individual questions- Text Jenny or Jill directly with specific questions. 

 

Success, Pride, Accomplishments, Competitiveness, Congratulations 
  *As always we encourage parents to remind their dancers that we are a team first and friends first and competitors second.  We  

  expect everyone to be good winners and good “2nd, 3rd, 10th placers.”  Dancers are entitled to whatever reactions they feel but any  

  negative behavior or comments towards other dancers, teachers, parents, other studios will not be tolerated and may result in  

  being removed from upcoming competitions.  We DO expect professional behavior and team spirit AT the competition.   

  *Remember, sometimes it’s just as hard to be the winner as it is the not winner. It can be awkward when your friends don’t have  

  the success what they wanted and you’re not sure what to say when you did.  We want everyone to remember to say good job and  

  congrats to everyone.. or you’ll get em next time.  As a team, we should recognize all things and encourage all things.   

  Misunderstandings come from no words- on either end.   

  *This all applies to duets, trios, and groups as much as it does solos.   

  *Parents please remember that we never know who’s parent, grandparent, or friend is sitting behind us in the audience.  Please be  

  aware what we say about our dances and other dances.  We have a rep of being a nice studio and the competition directors all like  

  us currently.  Let’s keep it that way!  

  *Addressing Questions or Concerns- any of these will be handled at the studio the following week.  Email to set up an appt.  We will  

  not discuss anything at a competition. 

 

 

 

 

 

 


